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ABSTRACT 

 
   This article describes an accurate subPico flowmeter 

bifurcatedin to liquid and gas flowrates less than 1mol/s for both 

MEMS/NEMS and cryogenic technology applications. The MEMS/NEMS 

are described as either two Gauges (instrument), or quartz fluctuating 

forks, even if the liquid or gas flows through an element, as well as 

cryogenic technology consisting of arrays of either parallel photonic 

crystal micelles or parallel rectangular nano-channels by using the 

lithography and anodic bonding techniques on silicon micelles. The 

behavior of gas or liquid Helium at high pressure was found to differ 

from the prediction of the conventional Heigen Equation. A hydro-

dynamic model showed a gas or liquid properties namely molar flow 

rate, input and output pressure, two pressure gauges or quartz fluctuating 

(Todd Helmenstine) forksand the temperature. The measurements with 

fluid Helium demonstrated that the flow cells could span the flow range 

from 10
-15

 to 10
-12

 mol/s. This paper had focused on a versatile method of 

creating wide area defect free crystals based on interference lithography 

(MEMS/NEMS and cryostat). This technique involves splitting a 

monochromatic plane wave from a laser into multiple beams and 

recombining them inside a photoresist (fluid compressibility). 

 

Keywords: Nano-Flow; MacroScale Channels; Surface Effects; Navier-

Stokes Equations; Super-Hydrophobicity. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 The area of optical communication has seen rapid growth in 

the past few years. Considerable study has been devoted to the control 

of optical properties of materials through the use of photonic crystals, 

materials with a periodic arrangement of electric medium in one, two 

or three dimensions, with periodicities on the order of the wavelength 

of the light being manipulated. Photonic crystals can be of photonic 

band gaps (PBGs) where all frequencies within the gap are hidden to 

propagate the crystal [1]. 
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 In this paper, we describe the passive 

coherent combining of 10 diode lasers in an 

external cavity using the Talbot self-imaging effect. 

The extended-cavity simply consists of a volume 

Bragg grating (VBG) which acts as the external 

cavity output coupler, positioned at a quarter of the 

Talbot distance ZT = 2p
2
/λ ≅20 mm from the laser 

array front facetto ensure the highest discrimination 

between the in-phase and the out-of-phase 

supermodels (see Figure 1). The VBG reflectivity is 

40% at 976 nm, with a spectral bandwidth Δλ= 0.3 

nm; its angular acceptance is Δθ= 3° (full width 

at1/e
2
), which is larger than the divergence of the 

laser array in both directions after fast axis 

collimation [2]. Consequently, the extended-cavity 

laser array threshold is 0.9 A, and the output power 

reaches 1.7 W at the operating current of 3.9 A 

[3].Depending on the angle of the VBG, the 

extended-cavity may operate either in the out-of-

phase or the in-phase array supermode. 

 PBG is a function of (D and R) the 

geometry and reflective contrast of the photonic 

crystal, with the phenomenon of a complete PBG 

only observed in medium electric contrast three 

dimensional photonic crystals. Several techniques 

aiming at converting the emission from a low fill 

factor coherent laser array into a single lobe have 

already been proposed. One can classify them into 

aperture-filling techniques and superposition 

techniques. The aim of former is to generate a 

uniform near field emissive area, in phase and 

intensity, by filling the gaps between the lasers. 

The other solution consists in the superposition of 

the different beams from each laser by use of a 

diffractive optical element (DOE). Indeed, DOE are 

usually used to split a beam into several beams 

propagating at different angles corresponding to the 

diffraction orders of the grating [4]. A proper 

design of the phase profile of the DOE provides a 

fine control of the amplitude and phase of each 

diffraction order. This optical device can also be 

used to combine several coherent laser beams on 

top of one another (as shown in Figure 2). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the Talbot extended-cavity laser array with a volume Bragg grating; FAC : fast axis 
collimation lens; VBG : volume Bragg grating. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for the coherent conversion of the array super mode; NF, NF' : near-field images; 
DOE :diffractive optical element; Li (i = 1 to 4) : cylindrical lens with focal length fi. 

 

 

 Herein, the extracavity coherent 

superposition of the 10 emitters with a DOE has an 

efficient conversion of the multilobed array 

supermode into a Gaussian-like mode, up to a 

power of 365 mW. This can explain the lower 

conversion efficiency, as compared to theory, by 

the low coherence of the laser array emission. The 

best configuration results in conversion efficiency 

of 83%. Experimentally, the conversion efficiency 

reaches 50% and is limited by the imperfect 

coherence of the laser array. Nevertheless, the 

conversion setup provides an actual measurement 

of the power in the selected array supermode.  

 The DOE has been manufactured by 

Holoeye Photonics according to our design; its 

period (a {0,π} binary grating) is 488μm and the 

motive width is 88μm. From its diffraction pattern 

we deduce a diffraction efficiency of η0 = 83 % in 

accordance with the theoretical value. The phase 

mask has been realized in our laboratory by ion 

etching of a BK7 plate. It consists of a phase step of 

0.99×πat λ = 976 nm, and a width of 80μm. Neither 

the phase plate nor the DOE are antireflection 

coated; we evaluate the transmission of the optical 

system to T = 85 % [5].  

 The Talbot external cavity laser array is 

aligned in order to operate in the out-of-phase 

mode. The near field of the array is imaged with 1 

focal lens (L1) on the phase plate Φ1, which shifts 

of π the phase of the 5
th
 emitter only [6]. 

 Figure 3 shows the near-field profiles 

imaged in NF' without the DOE, at the operating 

current I = 1A; the total power is distributed among 

the M = 10 emitters, and roughly follows the 

theoretical cosine profile. With the DOE inserted in 

the conversion setup, most of the optical power is 

within one major peak, as expected. 

 Coherent combination setup is described on 

Figure 2. It is based on a phase grating Φ1, placed 

in the Fourier plane of the collimating lens L3. The 

grating aims at superimposing the beams from the 

M emitters on one; behind the focusing lens L4, the 

near-field image NF' consists in one main spot with 

most of the optical power. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Experimental slow-axis near-field profile in the plane NF' at I = 
1A, without (blue dashed line) and with (red solid line) the DOE. 

 

 

 The beam quality factor of the combined 

beam has been measured to M
2
 = 1.7 in the slow 

axis (Figure 4), close to the value of the individual 

emitters [7]. The ratio η of the power which is 

actually collected into that peak has been measured 

as a function of the operating current of the 

extended-cavity array (C): close to threshold, the 

combining efficiency reaches η = 50 %, and it 

remains above 37 % at the maximum operating 

current. The maximum power in the combined spot 

reaches 310mW at I = 1A, without correction from 

the T = 85% transmission of the whole setup – 

Pcomb = 365mW with correction. 
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Fig. 4. Theoretical (left) and (right) intensity profiles of the near-field, with M = 10, w = 15 μm,p = 100 μm, λ = 976 nm. Evolution of 

experimental conversion efficiency η within the out-of-phase mode (red full square, left) and the output power of the 

extended-cavity laser array (blue circle, right) with the operating current. 

 

 

 This is significantly larger than previous 

results of coherent combining into one peak from 

an array of diode lasers [8]. The decline of η with 

the operating current indicates a fall in the 

coherence of the laser array as the output power is 

increased. 

 Indeed since only the out-of-phase 

supermode can be efficiently converted to a 

Gaussian-like mode, the overall combining 

efficiency is proportional to the ratio C of power 

which is actually in the out-of-phase supermode at 

the output of the extended-cavity array. This could 

have been predicted from the experimental far-field 

profile of the extended-cavity laser array, C; is 

between 60% and40%. 

 Liquid flow in micro/nano-scale channels is 

widely used in recently advanced micro/nano-

electromechanical systems, in micro-total-

analytical systems (µTAS). Surface effects 

substantially dominate the flow due to the high 

surface to volume ratio in micro/nano-fluidic 

devices [9]. The liquid Helium flow in micro/nano-

channels becomes much more difficult than that in 

macroscale channels. However, there are very few 

demonstrated methods for reducing the friction of 

the liquid in micro/nano-flow [10]. 

 The slip effect becomes very important in 

micro/nano-scale flow as the characteristic length 

decreases. In other words, the friction decrease 

requires the slip increase. Surface micro/nano-scale 

structures may enhance the surface hydrophobicity 

and then increase the velocity slip of the liquid flow 

at a structured surface. The effects of the surface 

roughness on the micro/nano-flow boundary 

conditions may be more complex due to different 

mechanism and most of the nano-bubbles are often 

in a heterogeneous cryostat, which means that there 

must be patches of air beneath the structure gaps. 

The velocity slip of liquid at a solid surface has 

been measured experimentally [8-17] and simulated 

by the molecular dynamics method [18-26]. 

The factors dominating the liquid-solid slip in the 

experimental measurements often include surface 

wettability [27, 28], surface roughness [29-31], 

shear rate [32-35] and gas films. 

 Originally inspired by the unique property 

of the pressure driven flow of a classic Newtonian 

fluid, such as water, in a macro-scopic container 

can usually be described by Poiseuille’s law. In 

contrast, do slip and the no-slip boundary (arrow) 

for the liquid flow in merely an approximation at 

macro-scale condition is due to the high reflectivity 

of band gap regions. Typical photonic crystals 

constructed by interference lithography start out as 

polymer air structures and have a high reflective 

index contrast silicon-air photonic crystals using 

interference lithography. This law follows routinely 

from the Bernoulli Equation (Area = 4πr
2 
&Volume 

= 4/3πr
3
)together with some assumptions about the 

nature of fluid motion at the wall of container [36]. 

It is customary to assume that the tangential fluid 

velocity vanished at a wall, i.e., no-slip boundary 

conditions.  

 Bernoulli Equation is P + (0.5) ρ V
2
 + ρ gh 

= a constant; as well as volumetric flow rate is area 

times velocity. Here, P stands for pressure, ρ is the 
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fluid’s density, V is its velocity, h is its height and g 

is the gravitational acceleration constant, which 

are9.80 m/s
2
. The way to think of this intuitively 

(slope) is that the sum of the static pressure, the 

dynamic pressure and the gravitational pressure 

remains constant. 

 All flow experiments were carried out at 

liquid 
4
He temperature (≃ 2.4 K), and saturation 

vapor pressure, = 1 bar. The pressure measurements 

are carried out using simultaneously two detectors 

and two fluctuating forks. One is located in the first 

reservoir up-stream of the nano-cell and the other in 

the second reservoir of the nano-cell. 

 Interestingly, the apparent breakdown of 

Poiseuille’s law in more details extending the 

experiments to much smaller length scales as 

following: 

 (1)Designed and constructed the nano-flow 

measurement at low temperature for special 

purposes. 

 (2)Poiseuille’slaw deviations in 

submicrometer channels depend systematically on 

the size of the channels, walls roughness, and the 

properties of liquid 
4
He (at T= 0 K, γ= 

0.375±0.004dyne cm
-1

). 

 (3)All deviations correspond to flow rates 

that are “larger” than predicted by the theory with 

no-slip boundary conditions. Hence, our results 

indicate that slip is significant, and allow us to 

estimate the slip length. 

 (4)The liquid 
4
He flows through a bundle 

of hollow photonic crystal fiber (PCF) fixed 

between two reservoirs in which the pressures can 

be controlled, at desired values Pin and Pout, 

respectively. 

 It is also very important to measure the 

dimensions of the channel accurately because the 

geometrical characteristics have a great influence 

on the mass flow rate: for example, the analytical 

expression of the mass flow rate, in hydro-dynamic 

and slip regimes, is proportional to the power of the 

channels diameter. Therefore, the cross-sectional of 

the PCF were scanned by SEM FEI Nano SEM 200 

and calculated the diameter for all channels. Since 

the length of the channel is much smaller than its 

diameter, even if the channel ends effects could be 

neglected. The friction of the channels wall is 

usually smaller than 1.3 nm[37].One main goal of 

this analysis is to identify the nature of iron sulfides 

in Opalinus clay stones. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
 

Experiment Setup and Data Reduction 

 The experimentation for this study was 

performed using a relatively simple but highly 

effective apparatus. The apparatus used was 

designed with the intention of conducting highly 

accurate pressure drop measurements. The 

apparatus consists of four major components. These 

are the fluid delivery system, the flow meter banks, 

the test section assembly, and the data acquisition 

system. An overall schematic for the experimental 

test apparatus is shown in Figure 5.The fluid 

delivery system consists of a high pressure cylinder 

filled with ultra high purity nitrogen in combination 

with a stainless steel pressure vessel. Thus, after the 

working fluid passes through the apparatus, it is 

passed into a sealed collection container. The 

working fluid, distilled water is stored in the 

stainless steel pressure vessel [38]. As the 

pressurized nitrogen is fed into the pressure vessel, 

the working fluid is forced up a stem extending to 

the bottom of the vessel, out of the pressure vessel, 

and through the flow meter array and test section. 

Flow rate of the water entering the array is further 

regulated using a metering valve. Two Coriol is 

flow meters are necessary in order to accommodate 

different range of flow rates. Both flow meters were 

factory calibrated. After passing through the flow 

meter array, fluid enters the test section assembly. 

The test section assembly contains the test section 

as well as the equipment necessary for 

measurement of inlet and outlet fluid pressure drop. 

The test section is placed on a high density 

polyethylene (HDPE) sheet. Four adjustable bolts 

and a level were installed on the HDPE board to 

keep the test section in a horizontal position. For 

data acquisition, a National Instruments SCXI-1000 

data collecting system was used [39]. All digital 

signals from the flow meters and pressure 

transducer were acquired and recorded by the 

Windows-based PC with the self-developed Lab 

View program Figure 6.With the measured data, the 

friction factor was calculated by: 

 

F  =  2 D ∆P  / ρ LV
2 

and the Reynolds number was calculated by 

Re  =  ρ VD  /  μ 
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of pressure drop measurement system. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. An example of windows-based PC 

 

 

 Since d2 - d1is proportional to λ2,m- λ1,m, the 

profile of the cross-section of an unknown surface 

is obtained  by plotting a single fringe on a scale 

proportional to the wavelength [40].The 

spectroscopic slit is in effect selecting a narrow 

section of the interference system and each fringe is 

a profile of the variation of d in that section since 

there is exact point-to-point correspondence 

between the selected region and its image on the 

slit. Small changes in d are determined by 

measuring small changes in λ. There are no 

ambiguities as to whether a region is a hill or a 

valley. There are no ambiguities at a discontinuity 

as we would have with monochromatic light where 

it is difficult to determine which order belongs to 
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each fringe. Surface height variations in the 

Angstromrange can be determined. 

 Two disadvantages are 

1) We are getting data only along a line and 

2) The sample being measured must have a high 

reflectivity. 

 The dramatic implosion of the pellet 

generates the high-density, high-temperature 

environment necessary for the fusion of the pellet's 

deuterium and tritium and the accompanying 

release of an energetic neutron [41]. Researchers 

hope that eventually laser-induced inertial 

confinement fusion (ICF) will reach an ignition 

state, a state at which more energy is released by 

the fusion process than that used to produce the 

high-temperature, high-density conditions 

necessary for ICF. The problem of infrared beams' 

ineffectiveness is conveniently solved on the 

OMEGA laser system with potassium dihydrogen 

phosphate (KDP) crystals, which, when correctly 

oriented to an incoming beam, triple its frequency. 

KDP crystals are appropriate for OMEGA'S 

frequency conversion process because they convert 

relatively broad bandwidths of IR frequencies to the 

UV [42]. Generation of the third harmonic 

frequency (see Figure 7), which is used for the 

OMEGA system, involves at least two KDP 

crystals, a "doubler" and at least one "tripler." The 

doubler crystal splits the incoming laser beam into 

components polarized along each of the crystals' 

two axes, the ordinary (o) axis and the 

extraordinary (e) axis [43]. When the beam is 

polarized at 35
o
to the doubler's o axis, there are two 

o-polarized photons for each e-polarized photon at 

the original frequency. One o-polarized photon and 

the e-polarized photon combine into one green 

second-harmonic photon polarized in the e 

direction. The tripler crystal(s) combine the green 

photon and the remaining IR o-polarized photon 

into one e-polarized ultraviolet photon with three 

times the frequency and energy of one of the three 

IR photons [44].Infrared beams, however, are 

ineffective in ICF because only a small fraction of 

their energy is actually absorbed by fuel pellets and, 

furthermore, much of the absorbed energy is 

diverted to "suprathermal" electrons which move 

through the plasma and heat the fuel before it is 

compressed. 

 

w

w

w

3w

O

e

doubler crystal                tripler crystals

 air gap            thickness

2w

w

 
 

Fig. 7. Third-harmonic frequency generation with doubler and tripler crystals. Three IR photons (ω)polarized in two directions enter the doubler, and 

two combine to form a green photon (2ω) with twice an IR photon's frequency. The green photon and the remaining IR photon enter the tripler and 
combine to form a UV photon (3ω) with three times an IR photon's frequency. The air gaps between the triplers, the thicknesses of the triplers, and 

the tilts of the triplers affect the efficiency of this conversion at various incoming frequencies. 
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Experimental Section 

Helium Crucibles/Scales 

 The present specifications for Helium (TU 

51-940-80) call for the output of three grades of 

Helium: purified, containing not less than 99.99-

99.995 % Helium; that with a total content of 

Helium and neon of not less than 99.99 %, and 

technical, containing not less than 99.8 % Helium. 

The specifications also stipulate the content of the 

large number of possible impurities in Helium-

hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, argon, hydrocarbons, 

carbon dioxide and oxide, neon, and water vapor. 

Thus, in grade A purified Helium a bulk fraction of 

not less than 99.995 % is required for Helium, with 

a neon content of not more than 0.004 % and the 

content of each of the remaining impurities of not 

more than 0.0001-0.0005 %. At the industrial plants 

dependent on recovered natural gas and petroleum 

associated gas, Helium has been recovered from 

0.05% to 0.3% 
4
He processed. Before input to the 

low-temperature units, carbon dioxide, hydrogen 

sulfide, and organosulfur compounds are extracted 

by ethanolamine solutions from the gases being 

processed, which are thoroughly dried using 

molecular sieves. Silica gel was used earlier at the 

first plants to dry gases. At all the plants the method 

of low-temperature condensation at the units of 

propane and higher hydrocarbons plant or ethane 

and higher hydrocarbons plant, has been used for 

gas processing. The oxidations of hydrogen and 

adsorption at the temperature of liquid nitrogen 

have been used for removal of impurities in the 

final purification of Helium. Low-temperature 

phenomena including mineral ordering/phase 

transitions and blocking/unblocking of 

superparamagnets. To first order we can think of 

terrestrial 
3
He as primordial gas trapped in the 

mantle, and the much-more-abundant 
4
He as a 

mixture of radiogenic crustal and primordial mantle 

components. Helium makes its way from the 

Earth’s interior to the surface in various ways, and 

variations in the isotopic ratio provide important 

information bearing on internal reservoirs and 

transport processes [45]. 

 ALL THE STARS IN THE NIGHT SKY 

are (or have been) busily burning hydrogen and 

producing light, heat, helium and heavier elements. 

Yet cosmologists tell us that the vast majority of the 

helium in the universe is (like helium) actually of 

pre-stellar origin, containing primordial nuclei 

forged in the first few minutes following the Big 

Bang, with relative numerical abundances 
3
He: 

4
He: 

H of approximately 10
-5

 : 0.1 : 1. 

 Here, the photonic crystal is used inside the 

metal waveguide as an Aqua-Regia Treatment. 

High-resistivity (greater than 104 Ω cm) silicon is 

chosen because the absorption is low enough to be 

negligible, and the reflective contrast is essentially 

dispersionless (n = 3.418) over the entire bandwidth 

of the THz pulses [46]. Coupling100% of the input 

waves from free space into the waveguide, so, 

instead of measuring the reflected beam at normal 

incidence, we might employ a set-up, as shown in 

the inset of Figure 7. This figure is best appreciated 

in view of the electronic web version of this article. 

 This literature is inevitably reviewed and 

varnished 
4
He liquid flowing over a multiplex solid 

surface (1 μm, 2 μm, 1 μm, 500 nm). The challenge 

of the same thickness effect can be exploited for 

switching, adding or dropping wavelength 

channels, or multiplexing operations. Such 

localized modes can also be the basis for wave 

length scale cavities and novel compact waveguide 

structures [47]. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

 The filling time, the time needs to flow 

liquid 
4
He through the channels to fill the volume 

of exit reservoir with liquid 
4
He. The filling time is 

predicted that follows the hyper-bola dependence, 

but it is obviously the experimental results shows 

that it did not follow the prediction of physical 

mechanism. 

 The volume flow rate of the liquid 
4
He 

was experimentally calculated at the filling time, t, 

and constant volume of the exit reservoir (50 

Nm
3
/h).The volume flow rate Qexp= 𝑉 =

𝜋𝑟2 ,𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑐. In order to explain the difficult 

question here, we divided the flow rate vs 

∆P(∆P=Pin-Pout) to two regimes:regime I (∆P < 7 

bars),and regime II (∆P ≥ 7 bars). 

 It is clear that the regime II, which 

follows the Heigen-Poiseuille law, 𝑄𝑣 =
𝜋𝑟4

8𝜇𝐿
∆𝑃,the 

volume flowrate is well fitted to the linear 

dependence on ∆P, where rand L is a radius and a 

length of the channels, respectively, and µ is 

viscosity of liquid 
4
He. 

 The regime I, the volume flow rate is 

non-linear dependence on ∆P and a laminar flow 
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regime. If one neglect the compressibility of liquid 

helium so the volume flow rate of liquid 
4
He flow 

in the nanochannels can calculate by using the 

Heigen-Poiseuille equation. 

 The results show that the normalized 

coefficient, 𝐶∗ =
𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑄𝐻𝑃
, is a ratio between the 

experimental measurements volume flow rate and 

the theoretical values calculated. It obviously 

shows the absolute deviation between the 

experimental flow rate and the theoretical values, 

especially the regime I the C
*
 decreases sharply, in 

contract with it the regime II is very small change. 

The experimental results are higher than the 

theoretical values from 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. 

 There are several factors that may 

influence the experimental data with respect to the 

pressure drop: the deformation of the channels, the 

compressibility of the liquids, the slip and the 

viscosity.  

 They will be discussed in detail in the 

following. (1)Effect of the deformation of the 

channels: The channels constructed as a 

honeycomb structure with very thick walls as 

shown in the Figure 8b, on the other hand, the 

experiments was carried out at low temperature 

(≃2.4 K) so radius expansion of the channels can 

be neglected. (2)It is well known that the liquid 

helium can be compressed under a high pressure 

and Mach number may be served as a scale of the 

compressibility. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Fourier transforms plots of typical waveforms for air, 

silicon, and photonic crystal samples 

 

 According to the relation of Mach 

number, 𝑀𝑎 =
𝑣0

𝑣𝑠
, where 𝑣0 and 𝑣𝑠 are velocity of 

liquid and sound in the liquid, respectively, and the 

density of the liquid helium, we have: 
∆𝜌

𝜌0
= 2𝑀𝑎

2. 

 In the case of the maximum pressure of 

25 bars and the maximum velocity of the liquid 

helium is 2.72 m/s, and Mach number is 0.4242. 

Therefore, we can obtain the relative change of the 

density,  
∆𝜌

𝜌0
≫ 0.001%, which cannot be neglected. 

It obviously shows that the compressibility affects 

to the experimental results. However, the effect of 

the compressibility of liquid helium is not sufficient 

to explain the complicated dependence of the flow 

rate on the ∆P. (3) as the characteristic scale of the 

flow goes down to the micro/nanometer scale, the 

interaction between liquid and solid surface 

becomes more and more important. Considering the 

effect of the slip, a revised theoretical flow rate is 

obtained as 𝑄𝐻𝑃−𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝 = 𝑣𝑠
𝜋𝑅2

2
+

𝜋𝑅4∆𝑃

8𝜇𝐿
. The 

relative change of flowrate is defined as,
𝑄𝐻𝑃 −𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝

𝑄𝐻𝑃
=

(1 +
4𝑏

𝑅
), where b is slip length and slip velocity, 

𝑣𝑠, those values were calculated as following 

equations: 𝑏 = 0.059 × 𝛾0.485 , and 𝑣𝑠 = 𝑏 ×

𝛾𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑏 ×
𝑅∆𝑃

2𝜇0𝐿
. Note that the unit of slip length 

in the above equation is nanometer. In the case of 

the maximum applied pressure of 25 bars, the wall 

slip result is in about 2.6216times increase of 

flowrate. Thus, the effect of the wall slip is not 

sufficient to explain the increase of flowrate of 

liquid 
4
He at the experimental conditions. In order 

to solve this problem we need to find the new 

model that can explain the complicated behavior of 

the flowrate on ∆P. 

 As mentioned in the experimental 

section, all the measurements were carried out at 

liquid helium temperature (≃2.4 K), at 1 bar, one 

needs take into account the effect of flow boiling in 

nanochannels. The nucleation criteria in narrow 

channels have been studied by a number of 

investigators, and it is generally believed that there 

are no significant differences from the conventional 

theories for large diameter tubes [48-50]. 

 Small cavities on the channels wall trap 

helium vapor and serve as nucleation sites. As the 

channel wall temperature exceeds the saturation 

temperature, a bubble may grow inside the cavity 
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and appear at its mouth as show in Figure8. The 

formation of the nanobubbles on the channels wall 

and pressure driven flow forced liquid helium over 

it, the nanobubbles spread over the channel wall 

and become very thin helium gas coating surround 

the channel wall, so that the interface changes from 

liquid-solid to liquid-gas-solid. In the other word, 

the surface changes from hydrophilic to 

hydrophobic surface. Apparent viscosity of the 

liquid helium surround the channel decreased. It 

obviously is caused the flowrate anomalously 

increased in comparison with the HP model 

because the liquid helium can be slide over the 

surface channels wall like ice-skater.  This can be 

explained very well why at the regime I, the 

flowrate increases non-linear and reach to 

saturation at certain pressure (may be at the critical 

pressure point at experiment temperature), at this 

pressure the flow boiling is suppressed 

(corresponding with 7 bar in the Figure 8)and reach 

to the transition point and change to the linear 

regime II. 

 For example, in the case of inlet pressure 

of 1.4bar (corresponding with ∆P = 0.4 bar in the 

Fig. 8), temperature ≃2.4K, if we choose typical 

values of the helium gas film, µg=1.297910
-6

Pa.s, 

ρ=18.7 kg/m
3
,and 𝑣𝑧 = 37.89 m/s, the slip length 

of the gas layer [51] was calculated using the 

equation,𝑏 =
𝜇

𝜌𝑣𝑧
= 1.83 µm,it is well agreement 

(experimental result is 2.16 µm) with the 

experimental results shown in Figure 8. 

 Thus, as gas film can indeed give a very 

large slip length. Our calculation assumed complete 

thermalization at each particle/boundary collision. 

If we have nonzero reflectance (especially on the 

solid wall), this would increase b even more, so that 

the experimental result as mentioned above is 

acceptable [52]. The discrepancy may be also 

caused by the effect of the compressibility of the 

helium liquid, temperature at the interface (channel 

wall-liquid helium) or something else in nanoscale 

that do not understand yet. When the inlet pressure 

applies higher but the temperature of the cell still 

keeps constant at ≃2.4 K, it means that the boiling 

conditions change, the boiling temperature 

increases with increasing pressure. In the regime II, 

the extrapolated of the fitted function at ∆P=0 but 

flowrate is nonzero, it means that the effects of the 

slip and flow boiling still remain affects. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

A system for flow rate measurement of 

pressure driven flow in nano-channels was 

established. The mass flowrate of liquid 
4
He as low 

as 10
-12 

kg/s (10
-15

 to 10
-12

 mol/s) was measured. 

For liquid helium flow in nanochannels, the gas 

thin film model is the good model to explain 

anomalously slip length or perfect slip effects were 

observed in the micro/nanoscale dimensions. The 

effective viscosity of the liquid helium was 

decreased by nanobubbles or nanogaseous films 

that were formed between liquid and the channel 

walls. These effects led anomalously increasing in 

transport properties of liquid helium in 

nanochannels.  The conventional theories and/or 

Navier-Stokes equations could not be used to 

predict the flow in the nanochannels with small 

hydraulic diameters or flow at the closed boiling 

point. Finally, we note that the long wavelength 

(inset shows a schematic of the reflection 

geometry)(compared to visible and near-infrared 

optics) permits the easy fabrication of photonic 

crystals, which are essentially ideal, with no defects 

or disorder of any kind. As a result, these 

experiments are extremely well described by 

theoretical models, and it may be possible to 

observe subtle effects which would otherwise be 

obscured by the disorder present in less perfect 

samples.The cause of the discrepancy between the 

friction factor and location of the transition region 

was attributed to surface roughness. 

However, amid all the investigations in 

mini- and microchannel flow, there seems to be a 

lack in the study of the flow in the transition region. 

 The major objectives of this research 

are accurately:  

•Measure the pressure drop in micro-tubes;  

•With almost the same diameter but;  

•Different surface roughness and;  

•Examine the effect of surface roughness;  

•On the overall pressure drop characteristics 

and the start and end of the transition region. 

The major objectives of this research are 

experimentally: 

•Verified that the wrong selection of pressure 

sensing diaphragm lead to unrealistic results 

and frequently the unrealistic results were 

blamed to be the effect of roughness. 
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